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TeACHInG TO TeACH
Teaching Architecture in PENN
A possible method for the teaching of Architectural Design
I don’t know about you, but I spend my time tidying papers. My books 
spend their time talking to one another, and I dare say they have plenty to 
talk about! My papers, however, without a word, reproduce at a dizzying 
speed. And they always grow in horizontal piles. I think that they try to 
play hide-and-seek with me. But I always end up finding them.
Among my recent finds is a pile of pages, tidily arranged inside a thick 
transparent envelope, which is a collection of drawings from my Archi-
tectural Design classes at the prestigious PennDesign School of Archi-
tecture of the University of Pennsylvania. They are all neatly organized, 
numbered and classified.
The PennDesign School of Architecture at the University of Pennsylvania 
is where Louis kahn taught. I was Visiting Professor there in the spring of 
1999. At the time gary Hack was Dean, and Richard wesley was Chair-
man. Both were extremely generous toward me. Classes in Architectural 
Design were given in the new School of Architecture building built by kahn 
during his tenure as professor, although he was never commissioned to 
do it. kahn never wanted to enter the building, and continued giving his 
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classes in the old Library. In honor of the maestro, I requested that I might 
give my end of term reviews in the Louis kahn Hall.
The document I unearthed consists in a collection of drawings, each com-
plete with annotations and corrections, done for each of my students, 
with all kinds of details. They were so beautiful that on seeing them, Julia 
Moore Converse, the very efficient Library Director, asked me if I would 
donate them to the Architectural Archives. 
I was delighted to oblige and added another collection of drawings for a 
competition for a Cultural Center in granada that I was working on at the 
time and didn’t win. I always say that to win a competition you have to 
lose many more. I must also add that I have always put heart and soul into 
every competition I entered and so have all my team. 
Julia Moore Converse was delightful and, apart from this dossier, she 
gave me a high quality copy of both dossiers, which is the document that 
has now appeared in my library in Madrid and the one used for this publi-
cation. The scan job is so perfect that the drawings in the book look like 
originals. The marvels of technology.
It seems to me that the document could be very useful to architects giving 
classes in Architectural Design, and also to their students. I didn’t think 
twice when asked if I would publish them.
As the collection of drawings on the Cultural Center project in granada 
was included in the dossier, I thought that it would be appropriate for the-
se drawings to appear in the same publication. 
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I want to thank gary Hack, Dean of the School of Architecture, and Ri-
chard wesley, Chairman, and Julia Moore Converse, Director of the Ar-
chitectural Archives, for their constant gestures of attention and kindness 
to me, without forgetting my students, whom I recall to this day, each and 
every one. I must say it was a very happy time.
I would also like to offer a very special word of thanks to Heather Isbell 
Schumacher, the current Archivist of Architectural Archives at the Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania, for her generosity and efficiency. She sought and 
found the original documents and provided me with invaluable support in 
bringing about this new publication.
Alberto Campo Baeza 
Philadelphia 1999- Madrid 2017
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Julia Moore Converse with Alberto Campo Baeza in Pennsylvania 
University. Philadelphia 1999
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SkeTCHBOOk  n. 1
167 pages, A4 colour
“This is a collection of drawings by Alberto Campo Bae-
za. They try to show the process of teaching with my stu-
dents. Drawings have been made during every critic with 
every student, and they are like a summary about themes 
that Campo Baeza try to transmit to his students.
More than just now, they could be interesting in a future.
I give the original drawings collection to the Architectural 
Archives in Furness Building”
Philadelphia, April the 29th of 1999
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·  CRITICS  ·
Cedric Scharrer
Adam Bresnick
Scott Paden
gemma de la Fuente
Richard wesley
David Leatherbarrow
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SkeTCHBOOk  n. 2
43 pages, A4 colour
“This is another collection of drawings by Alberto Campo 
Baeza. They show very well the process of teaching with 
my students. Sketches are made with every critic with 
every student, and are like a summary about the themes 
that Campo Baeza try to transmit to his students.
More than just now they could be specially interesting in 
a future!
I give this second collection to the Archives in Furness 
Building.”
Philadelphia, April the 27th of 1999
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